SOLUTION BRIEF

Simplifying & Accelerating Data Access
& Performance with Immuta & Starburst
Immuta’s native integration with Starburst enables data engineering and operations teams to scale
secure data access so that any user can access and share data — even the most sensitive data — across
all compute environments in real-time. With Starburst as a single point of access and Immuta as a single point of access control, data
teams can optimize performance and streamline self-service data access from a centralized access control plane.
Joint Starburst and Immuta customers are able to scale data access faster, eliminate risk-prone manual processes, and deliver data
products at query time to unlock their data’s full value — without adding time or complexity.

The Right Data
Starburst is ANSI SQL compliant, making it compatible across technologies so that data consumers receive consistent query results.
Immuta augments that feature with auto-classified data and standardized privacy controls that provide always-on protection. Once
data is automatically classified and tagged for sensitive attributes, attribute-based access controls (ABAC) are applied at query time,
enabling dynamic and consistent data access, even as new data sources are added or data is migrated.

+
Simplifying & Accelerating Secure Data Sharing

Governed Access

Accelerate Time to Data

Audit Everything

Starburst is a single point of
access and Immuta is a single
point of access control.

Together, the two enable data terms
to easily, quickly, and scalably grant
secure access to data to accelerate the
delivery of data products in a way that’s
both segregated and multi-tenant.

Immuta and Starburst ensure
the right data is with the right
person and in the right place, at
the right time.

Increase permitted use
cases for cloud analytics
from 25% to 90%

Accelerate time to access
sensitive data sets
from months to minutes

Increase productivity
by 40% for data
engineering teams
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With the Right Person and In the Right Place

At the Right Time

The separation of compute and storage has been a game changer

Starburst and Immuta together provide users with federated

for organizations looking to increase data availability and system

data via a high concurrency MPP query engine, faster than

scalability while reducing costs. Starburst separates compute

ever. Immuta’s native integration with Starburst allows it

from storage so that persistent data sits at rest and is spun up

to work at Starburst’s speed, as opposed to acting as a

by compute servers when specific computations are needed.

proxy that requires additional processing time. This means

With Immuta, global policies can be authored just once and

privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs), like data masking,

are dynamically enforced when the specific data needed for

rounding, differential privacy, and randomized response,

that computation is queried. Since policies are not enforced

are applied to sensitive data in real-time, enabling rapid

on data at rest, data engineering and operations teams are

data discovery and ad-hoc analytics in Starburst.

able to enforce consistent controls across any cloud compute
platform, and in doing so, mitigate query sizing, costing,
migration, and ETL challenges. This ensures the right person
has access to the right data, while keeping it in the right place.

With Starburst and Immuta, data engineering and operations
teams are more efficient, data is more secure, and organizations
are better able to deliver information to the warfighter and key
decision makers using their data — even the most sensitive data.

Unlock the value of your data with Starburst and Immuta today.
For more information, contact us at starburst.io.
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